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Abstract: For many offshore activities, including offshore oil and gas exploration and offshore wind
farm construction, it is essential to keep the position and heading of the vessel stable. The dynamic
positioning system is a progressive technology, which is extensively used in shipping and other
maritime structures. To maintain the vessels or platforms from displacement, its thrusters are used
automatically to control and stabilize the position and heading of vessels in sea state disturbances.
The theory of dynamic positioning has been studied and developed in terms of control techniques to
achieve greater accuracy and reduce ship movement caused by environmental disturbance for more
than 30 years. This paper reviews the control strategies and architecture of the DPS in marine vessels.
In addition, it suggests possible control principles and makes a comparison between the advantages
and disadvantages of existing literature. Some details for future research on DP control challenges
are discussed in this paper.
Keywords: dynamic positioning; intelligent control; maritime microgrids; offshore industry
1. Introduction
In the offshore industry, dynamic positioning systems (DPSs) are widely applied; this can be seen
in pipe laying, offshore wind farms, and drilling rigs, for example. As a result of the restrictions on the
use of anchor in deep water, a vessel has equipped by rudders, propellers, and thrusters; these are
used to automatically keep its position and heading stable and safe from environmental disturbances
such as waves winds and sea currents [1]. Historically speaking, the DPS was first used in the 1960s
with the aim of controlling the motion of vessels in three horizontal degrees of freedom, such as sway,
surge, and yaw. The single-input-single-output (SISO) and the proportional-integral-derivative (PID)
with a low pass filter control systems were used. Unfortunately, the PID control system caused a phase
change that affected the stability of the system [2]. Balchen and his colleagues used the Kalman filtering
techniques, stochastic optimal control theory, and more advanced control algorithms to improve the
DPS application on the vessels. This was based on the assumption of kinematic equations [3–7].
However, the results showed that the equations of motion were linear in a series of predetermined
fixed yaw angles, and the stability of the DPS could not be guaranteed. The study in [8] introduced the
nonlinear control rules of universal identical asymptotical permanency based on the backstepping
method where environmental disturbances are not considered. However, the ecological disruption
caused by sea conditions is dynamic and could not be unnoticed. The passive nonlinear observer (PNO)
that consists of the bias formal approximation of low-frequency position was proposed to measure the
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velocity of the vessel during the movement, and wave filtering to decrease the quantity of adjusting
parameters [9]. The performance of their methodology used to design the proportional-derivative (PD)
control rule, for the output feedback evaluations of the dynamic position system, was investigated
in [10]. In this experiment with a vessel model, the observer filters eliminate the noises from the
measurements of Ship position velocity by designing a PD controller that is gradually changing due to
environmental disturbances.
New control techniques have been Constituting an advanced model of intelligent behavior,
and computational methods have been developed to support them. An adaptive nonlinear PID
controller is considered to decrease the deviation of vessels from the wanted position while
environmental disturbances cause unexpected sudden changes of positions [11,12]. The research
presented in [13] proposed an adaptive observer for dynamic positioning on the output of the feedback
controller to approximate the remotely operated underwater vehicle (ROV) speed and uncertainties of
parameters. Moreover, it has proposed a linear Kalman Filter (LKF), an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF),
an adaptive Kalman Filter, and a passive nonlinear observer-based mathematical model on the ROV
Minerva. Besides, an adaptive controller has been developed to estimate the nonlinear DPS parameters
by adaptive fuzzy logic theory in [14–19]. The study in [20–23] is presented a neuro-fuzzy algorithm,
which includes a fuzzy control-based neural network algorithm (NNA) so that the basis for the fuzzy
rules and membership function can be created during the network learning process. By applying the
NNA and it’s setting, the self-regulation of the membership functions is desirable. In addition, in fuzzy
and neural network algorithms, the mathematical model does not consider the deriving controller due
to timesaving consideration.
In [24], the DP technology, DP vessel mathematic model, DP controllers and supervisors, thrusters
allocation, as well as the hybrid control of DP vessels experiment results were reviewed. To emphasize
the requirement of further investigation in this filed, the research presented in [25–29] was focused on
hybrid control techniques and operation in DP vessels from calm to extreme sea conditions. It analyzed
a hybrid control method for switching between linear or nonlinear controls in maximum operating
conditions. In this control method, the nonlinear controller uses an independent scale for switching
control to ensure overall system stability and prevent snoozing.
Intending to further enhance control performance, researchers in [30–35] proposed the model
predictive control (MPC). These types of literature are compared to the advantages and disadvantages
of the MPC for typical non-linear control applications in DP control problems with other conventional
algorithms. Especially, in advanced vessels such as cable laying and shuttle tankers, more sophisticated
energy management systems are applied to predict the power demand, route scheduling, and thrust
allocation to keep the position of the vessel by using the DP control technique. On the other hand,
the power management system (PMS) which was applied in [36–48] for controlling of power generators,
blackout prevention, power limitation, load sharing, and load shedding. Without a doubt, the DP
control is issued according to the information about available power from the PMS to set the desired
pitch/rpm load demand to allocate power for thrusters systems.
This paper presents a review of the advantages and disadvantages of the DP control strategies,
which have occurred over three decades of investigation and improvement on marine vessels.
This literature is divided into five sections. Section 2 presents the DP system models and components
in marine vessels. Moreover, throws the light on the DP control classifications are and provides a
summary of the vessel models. Section 3 discusses different control strategies, including Kalman
filter, model predictive control, fuzzy logic control, neural network, and an adaptive sliding mode
with finite-time observer-based control in DP vessels. Finally, the challenges facing the traditional DP
controls and further study are discussed as a conclusion in Section 4.
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2. Marine Vessel DPS Description
2.1. Overview of DPS Applications
For many offshore activities, it is essential to keep the ship’s position and heading stable. The DPS
automatically controls the position and heading of a ship by using thrusters that are persistently
dynamic to face the environmental forces induced by waves, currents, and wind. Environmental
disturbances try to move the vessel from the desired position while the DP controller automatically
compensates for those forces and keeps the ship in a stable position by using its propellers and
thrusters. A vessel has 6 degrees of autonomy namely such as surging, swaying, yaw, heaving,
rolling, and pitching, as presented in Figure 1. Conversely, the DPS is able to control the movement of
three horizontal axes such as surge, sway, and yaw. To control vessel motion, the axis components,
including heave, roll, and pitch, are ignored in the estimator and control design [49]. However, these
are measured for the movement of the navigation and antenna system purposes.
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2.1.1. Power Subsystem
The DP ship power subsystem consists of power plants, distribution and switchboards system,
transformers, electronic power units such as adjustable frequency drive (AFD), motor control system
(MCS), energy-storing devices (ESD) and observing and robotics system. They contain essential units
for providing efficient power for the DPS performance in various sea states.
2.1.2. Signal Processing Subsystem
The signal processing subsystem includes all the data sent by movement and weather sensors,
and satellite reference units. The measured signals pass systematically and analyze the signal processing
in a module separately to provide data for the station of the vessel in the operational condition. Then,
the DPS computes the essential thrusting force to compensate deviations of the ship movements in the
setpoint place.
2.1.3. Sensors Subsystem
The sensors subsystem contains:
• CPU Processor/joystick systems console
• Instruments sensor units, etc.
• Station reference unit consists of:
- Navigation system
- Acoustic systems
- Microwave and laser systems
- The interface control unit, which is used as an interface to read the thrusters, switchboard
feedback signals, as well as outputting command signals from the DP system to external units.
• Observing system and operator control panels.
2.1.4. Thruster Subsystem
In the main DPS components, the thruster subsystem consists of important mechanisms, such as
electronic drive units, principal propellers, bow, stern, and azimuth thrusters. They are controlled
by DPS to compute allocating thrust force and tracking the path. The research in this area proposes
that the high-level positioning controller can be applied to predict the required forces in the 6 degrees
of movement. Moreover, the thrust distribution system (TDS) which estimates the corresponding
thrust power to command the direction of each thrusting motors has proposed in [40–42]. Furthermore,
the effect of minimum control level of thrusting in calm to rough sea environments is emphasized
in [50] to prevent the corrosion of mechanical parts, avoid the shutdown, and harmonic distortion
in power delivery, respectively. The control framework of TDS and the overall methodology of DPS,
electronic units, and power are presented in Figure 3. Accordingly, the information of position and
speed movement of vessels measures by the sensors as we mentioned in Section 2.1.3. Consequently,
the measured data are transmitted to the DPS to compute the torque reference (τd) for low or high-level
of thrusting in different sea states, such as calm to the extreme, respectively. Then, the power plant
generates sufficient power and moment of force, where the vessel velocity reference is estimated by
TDS to carry the ship to the desired position. The TDS set of rules efforts to synchronize the thrusters
to match the computed torque τ with the reference. Hence, the TDS algorithm follows the reference
strictly with slight deflections from the setpoint to enhance the performance of power plant conditions.
For decreasing power consumption, TDS is essential to monitor the minimum power reference by
resultant in transient deviation from the vessel position. On the other hand, PMS usually needs
to confirm certain changes and inform the imminent fluctuations for the maximum existing power
and the present power consumption to TDS caused by the massive deviations from the heavy load
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consumers such as winches, rotating equipment in drilling, and cable laying operation. Therefore,
the TDS controller computes the command of thruster power to rotational per minute (RPM) order to
drive speed regulation thrusters and feeds by generators. Furthermore, the level of thruster controller
provides the prospect of predicting and restricting the deviances of signal errors in the vessel location
since the local thruster controllers do not have any notice about the performance of the other regional
controllers. Therefore, they are not able to calculate the variations in the resultant generalized power.
Nevertheless, to counteract thrust load fluctuations, local thruster controllers have to be able to reduce
and increase the power demand. Hence, PMS is used to adjust the available power signal in power
plants for the thruster controllers.
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the optimum power flow be sure of DP demand in the future operational condition. In this way, the DP
load profile can be predicted by PMS based on effective optimization algorithms [42–46]. As a result,
the flexibility of power balance amongst power plant and the DP command demand for producing
sufficient energy resources by using advanced control techniques for PMS is very crucial in the marine
microgrids [47,48].
2.2. Dynamic Positioning Vessel Classification
On the authority of the international maritime organization (IMO) and global maritime standards
such as American Bureau of Shipping( ABS), Det Norske Veritas (DNV), Lloyds Register (LR), and so
on, DP ships are referred to classes (1–3) which are briefly described as follows [51–54]:
• DP class 1 is not redundant and can be positioned for a particular fault.
• DP class 2 is redundant to facilitate no particular fault in the operational condition lead to system
failure. Therefore, loss of vessel position does not occur due to a particular fault on the power
generations, distributions, and automatic valves, etc. However, it possibly failure will happen for
example in cables, pipes, manual valves as a static system.
• In vessels with DP class 3, flooding or firing occurs must also be removed in a non-system
enclosure. A loss of position should not result in a sudden defeat, including the entire distillation
section of the fire or the dewatering chamber.
Table 1 shows a summary of the IMO based on DP classification corresponds to DP
system components.
Table 1. Dynamic positioning vessel classifications.
Description
Classification
IMO LR DNV ABS
No redundancy exists, the vessel is provided by
the manually stationary keeping and
automatically heading control under the sea
disturbances.
Class 0 DP(M) DNV-T DPS-0
No redundancy exists, only one computer system
for the DPS is equipped to automatically control
the deviation of the vessel station and heading
displacement.
Class 1 DP(A) DNV-AUTDNV-AUTS DPS-1
Two redundant computer systems are used to
automatically control the station and heading
movement under the sea disturbances. Hence,
the vessel position will not lose due to the failure
of the dynamic system.
Class 2 DP(2A) DNV-AUTR DPS-2
Three redundant computer systems are
employed to control heading and environmental
disturbances, during the DPS failure containing
the loss of the unit due to overflow or fire
situations.
Class 3 DP(3A) DNV-AUTRO DPS-3
2.3. Dynamic Positioning Mathematical Model
The mathematical calculation of DP vessels has a complexity class function. The first class is
described as the hydrodynamics typical procedure plant of vessels, which is a simplified mathematical
explanation and low-reliability model. This model would be set up as a part of the controller and is
signified as kinematic development that encloses the vital physical properties process individually.
The second mathematical model may have a general introduction of the actual construction, which is
expressed by high-reliability model formulations [55]. The key function of this simulation model is to
the dynamics of an actual vessel during the procedure of environmental disturbances, sensor outputs,
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and control inputs. Moreover, the control models of roll and pitch are introduced in [56] for damping
the vessel motion of roll and pitch in small-water plane areas. However, the execution of control gains
for roll and pitch may be required to design an observer for approximating the roll and pitch angular
velocities. For this purpose, a mathematics reference model in DP vessels is used; this produces a
flexible set point to estimate acceleration, speed and position reference that are inputs to the positioning
controller. In [57], the authors described more details on reference models, guidance systems, and
some models of the local optimization reference points. Table A1 in Appendix A illustrates a summary
of DP mathematical models.
2.4. Dynamic Positioning Control Principles
Due to a lack of land resources, exploration in the oceans has been enhanced in recent years.
The ocean is doing a significant role in the development of economics and society. Therefore, the
exploration of ocean hydrocarbon resources has increased the demand for the DPS concept. DP systems
assist the vessels to be defined in a specific location or predetermined direction of platforms against
ocean environmental disturbances such as the wind, waves, and currents by using their propulsion
systems and engines. Compared to conventional stationary keeping equipment and anchor handling
operation, the DP mode has many advantages, containing positioning accuracy, a high degree of
flexibility, ability to operate at any depth of water, and avoiding marine pollution. Correspondingly,
DP systems have been widely used in different marine operations such as oil and gas exploration,
cable, and pipe laying. The first DP system, based on a conventional controller adapted to the PID,
was introduced in the 1960s [2].
The main achievements of PID based location development show that the PID controller can be
used to control the horizontal motions of vessels by using the thruster control system. This control
method was established in the 1970s, and the creation was named as DPS. The PID controller design
for DPS is considered an automatic feedback control problem that is a challenging problem to prevent
the forces of the first wave in the feedback loop. Some methods, such as the notch and low-pass
filtering, were tested for this purpose [6]. A ship is exposed to sea disturbances, forces and moments
produced by the ship’s thrusting system. Position reference systems, gyroscopic compasses, motion
reference unit, or vertical reference sensors measure the responses of the vessel to these deviations
in position, heading, and speed. Reading reference systems for scroll and ground are modified by
reading from vertical reference sensors and measured by wind sensors. The DPS is dependent on the
mathematical computational of the vessel, which comprises hydrodynamic properties such as current
tensile coefficients and robust mass data [5].
3. Review of Dynamic Positioning Controls
The DP controller includes a feed-forward and closed-loop controller. The closed control loop
suggested by Balchen has been encouraged and modified to the DPS concept. The calculation of the
feedback signals used in the controller as described in [4,5,7,55–59] based on Kalman’s theory and
survey. Complementary, further progressive control methods constructed on multi-adjustable control
optimization and Kalman’s filter concept are developed in the DPS control techniques as follows in the
following subsection:
3.1. Expanded Kalman Filter (EKF)
The (EKF) is introduced [55] to approximate the heading, position, and speed of the ship in each
of the three degrees of independence such as surging, swaying, and head deviations. It also includes
algorithms for computing the influences of the sea currents and waves. The EKF uses a mathematical
pattern of the ship to the precise demo of the real vessel motion behavior and constantly corrects the
model. The ship head and position deviations are evaluated by using of gyrocompasses and position
reference systems as input data to the DP system [56]. These estimates are compared with the predicted
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measurement data generated by the mathematical model and the variances are then used to update
the model.
The position reference system computes a deviation for each position reference system in use
and places various weightings on their estimates according to each system’s individual quality in the
absence of position measurements [57]. That is to say that the system can perform positioning for some
time without position measurement updates from any position reference systems. In the EKF, the
mathematical ship model reliability and the noise level of the position measurement are the basis for
deciding how much to trust each estimate [58]. As time passes, the model uncertainty will be reduced
by learning from estimated ship responses. The method is tuned if, for instance, only one position
reference system is active, and it has a little update speed. In this situation, the model uncertainty
may be increased in the period between measurements, and the ship model will be comprehensively
updated with each analysis [59]. Figure 4a,b demonstrates a simplified block scheme of the DPS
controller and the expanded Kalman filter.
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f t e F in the PS.
3.2. Model Predictive Control Model
Over the last three decades, the concept of predictive model control has been widely used in
the industrial control system developments. In 1978, Richalet introduced his popular papers on the
event, application, and implementation of the MPC algorithm. The theory of MPC utilizes a quadratic
operational withdrawal optimization objectives and control response adjustment strategies to dominate
the effect of signal error, controller parameters, and the environment through the other undefined
issues based on the predictive model [60,61].
As a result of the computer software and hardware technological development, it has become
possible to integrate the DPS and thruster controller into a combined algorithm through PC.
Accordingly, The PC can mathematically perform highly accurate control of unknown plants by
using linear models of ship dynamic in the area of the desired position. oreover, the advanced
method based on feedback linearization is evaluated to reduce the mathematical model nonlinearity.
The PC control technique simulates the future behaviors of ship replacement by using previous
control input results and, consequently, predicts suitable control output responses. It allows constraints
executed on both input and output variables to predict disturbances’ impact on future procedure
evolution. Hence, the prediction model includes capabilities in the optimization method to predict the
dynamic response of vessels over a specified time horizon.
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The MPC algorithm method is used for different restrictions of advanced control methodology
with complex controlled targets. In recent years, MPC has become an essential tool in the control fields
of industry. Due to the nonlinear behavior of DPS, the MPC was suggested for DPS as an advantageous
algorithm to overcome the conventional control method [30,31]. Based on an iterative characteristic,
the MPC algorithm is bounded perspective optimization of the dynamic model of a plant, and it
likewise is termed by a receding perspective predictive controller (RPPC). The RPPC is defined by
improving a particular performance index, there usually is an error between the expected output from
the plant type, and the anticipated output over a time prospect is calculated to achieve the optimal
input of the proposed controller. The optimum control methods are used to measure the production of
the system at a time interval, which should be modified. The previous steps are recurrent so that the
error in detection prediction is reduced to a limited range.
Figure 5a demonstrates the control concept of the MPC in the time prediction horizon. The general
characteristic of the main block diagram of MPC is shown in Figure 5b. In DPS applications, the
mathematical model of the process involves external changes in wind, current, and wave disturbances
and limitations in the input and output variables. Therefore, the design of the DP controller is very
complicated due to nonlinear models, uncertainties, disturbances, multivariable input and output, and
restrictions. There are currently some articles related to this problem that suggest different nonlinear
control methods [32]. The most appropriate manner in this approach is the design of the MPC control
method. The MPC provides high- efficiency controls in cases where the precise mathematical model of
the control system is not fully understood. Furthermore, these systems allow for the limitations of both
input and output variables to predict the effects of disturbances on the evolution of the future trend.
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Figure 5. (a) The MPC system schematic control prediction horizon and (b) the general characteristic
of the main block diagram of MPC.
Figure 6a sho s the main blocks of the MPC controller used in semi-sub ersible rings. For instance,
in [33], it was shown that the MPC can be successfully executed for DPS that is the subject of
high-quality control changes in unparalleled limitations. Currently, the MPC control can be executed
in real-time using odern computers in many conditions. Therefore, we need to increase the scope of
implementation of MPC operations for DP vessel control problems. By using the deviation between the
operator-identified position/heading set points and the moment set point, the variances are multiplied
by gain elements giving a force set point which includes restoring and adjustment setpoints [34].
These setpoints are essential to return the ship to its setpoint values. Figure 6b illustrates a simplified
MPC based DP vessels controller where each block gives its contribution to the control shown as
follows:
• For measuring the average of environmental forces induced by the sea disturbances,
the environment compensator is used to maintain the necess ry position under
averaged conditions.
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• Predicting the current position of the ship movement as input for the MPC control. While the
operational restrictions are predicted to be overcome, the controller responds to guarantee that
the ship stays within the functional area. For the nonlinear predictor controller, a model is an
online optimization feature that finds the best possible mix between the use of thruster and the
prediction of passing through operational constraints. The position predictor includes the ship
motion mathematical model used in the DP Kalman filter.
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3.3. Fuzzy Logic Control Method 
The fuzzy logic control (FLC) method has been mentioned as one of the most attractive zones 
for exploration into applications of FLC theory. The Zadeh introduced the revolutionary 
investigation of Mamdani and his colleagues based on the philological method and system analysis 
that is named the theory of FLC [62–66]. In the FLC, the logic is fuzzy control and very close to the 
mind of human thought and the natural language of traditional logical systems. Essentially, it is a 
useful tool for grasping the true and false nature of the real world. In this view, the FLC is a set of 
language control rules related to two fuzzy concepts and hybrid rules of a system inference. 
Fundamentally, the FLC provides an algorithm capable of transforming a language control strategy 
into an automated knowledge-based control strategy. The FLC produces superior results to 
conventional control algorithms. The FLC method is particularly useful when complex processes are 
used to analyze techniques commonly or when available sources of information are qualitative and 
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Furthermore, two robust DPS approaches are proposed in [35] for autonomous surface vessels
when full states were measurable and only partial states were available with measurement errors.
The proposed linear models in the local area of DP setpoint estimated high commitment nonlinear
hydrodynamics. The linearization errors were seen by the authors as bounded unmolded dynamics
and were accommodated in the MPC together with environmental disturbances. In this prediction
method, the MPC based on the tube controller consists of all the possible uncertain trajectories in a
tube that was based on a precomputed robust positive invariant set and a nominal trajectory solved
online. Both controllers included a feedforward part by compensating the predicted environmental
forces, a nominal part guiding the vessel towards and stabilizing it at the principle, feedback part
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bounding the undefined vessel trajectory contained by the tube. Additionally, an output feedback
robust DP controller was recommended by applying a simple Luenberger observer to approximate the
system statuses when full states were not obtainable. The resultant approximation and measurement
errors were also integrated into the MPC based on the tube. The results are shown that the proposed
control techniques for DPS can succeed for the DP objectives within system constraints.
3.3. Fuzzy Logic Control Method
The fuzzy logic control (FLC) method has been mentioned as one of the most attractive zones for
exploration into applications of FLC theory. The Zadeh introduced the revolutionary investigation of
Mamdani and his colleagues based on the philological method and system analysis that is named the
theory of FLC [62–66]. In the FLC, the logic is fuzzy control and very close to the mind of human thought
and the natural language of traditional logical systems. Essentially, it is a useful tool for grasping the
true and false nature of the real world. In this view, the FLC is a set of language control rules related
to two fuzzy concepts and hybrid rules of a system inference. Fundamentally, the FLC provides an
algorithm capable of transforming a language control strategy into an automated knowledge-based
control strategy. The FLC produces superior results to conventional control algorithms. The FLC
method is particularly useful when complex processes are used to analyze techniques commonly or
when available sources of information are qualitative and passive or uncertain. The main block of the
FLC is a set of language rules, which is termed as the rules base. The rules are known in the ‘if-then’
format that the conditional format is ‘if,’ and the part ‘then’ is named the conclusion. The input value
of ‘Ng’ is a language word that is short for the word “negative”; the output value ‘NB’ stands for the
negative big and ‘NM’ means as a negative medium. The computer can perform the rules and calculate
the control signal relating to the measured input error and deviation of the error. The particular
modules of the FLC such as preprocessing, fuzzifier and rule interface, a rules base, defuzzifier, and
post-processing to support a design method. Figure 7 shows blocks of a fuzzy controller between two
processing blocks. The structure of each block is explained as follows:
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3.3.1. Preprocessing
In the preprocessing step, the inputs are normalized or scaled to an exclusive and standard range
and filtered to eliminate the noise before they enter the controller. The data are most often complicated
from some measuring rather than linguistic equipment A preprocessor, as shown in the first block
in Figure 7, represents the measured parameters before they enter the controller. The benefits of
preprocessing DP fuzzy controller are:
• Adjusting the gradation error function as integers.
• Normalizing or scrambling to a specific standard collection.
• Clarifying due to the Re oval of the noise of environmental sensors.
• i i se er l e s re e ts t c ie e ain indicators, variation, and integration.
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3.3.2. Fuzzification and Defuzzification
The fuzzification method has been executed as a significant role in processing uncertain information,
which might be independent or biased in natural language. The measurement sensors transfer the
data into the fuzzier block, as shown in Figure 8, and fuzzification processors theoretically convert the
dubious value into a fuzzy degree of membership in each of its fuzzy linguistic sets. In designing the
membership functions, the following guidelines are used. When developing membership functions,
the following instructions are used. The fuzzy block includes two inputs, errors, and error rates that
are obtained applying five fuzzy subsets; each allocated rule with the language label is between the
language community (−1.1).Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 22 
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ZZ (zero), and SP (small positive), even though th Trappist membership functions are subdivided into
fuzzy subgroups: NM (negative medium) and PM (pos tive me ium). The works in [67–79] presented
the fuzzification membersh p function for fuzzy controlli g in DP vessels. The output m mbership
degrees and linguistic rules can ot be used straightly. Therefore, the fuzzy controll r output block is
essentia converted t a numerical value that can be recognized s sent to o trol signal proce sors by
usi g various defuzzification methods.
• Rule Base
FL is considered by a set of language declarations based on skilled information. The skil ed
infor ati is generall se i the for of “if-then” rules, hic are si ply execute by fuzzy
provisional declarations in FLC. The set of FLC rules that re shown as fuzzy rules or the rule set of an
FLC. For instance,—IF erro (e) is “Medium Negative (MN)” & IF error difference (∆e) is “ ediu
egative ( )” T E force output (t) is “Large Negative (LN)”.
For instance, authors in [67] evaluated a fuzzy rule-based PI control er to esti ate outputs of
PS position error and lo -frequency speed to erco e environ ental disturbances. e fficie cy
of the FLC is esti ated athe atical y over a time sphere for a DP semi-submersible rig.
• Post Processing
For FLC is proposed in [75] for the DP of drilling ve els such as drillship and
semi-submersibl in deep wat r. The works presented in [ 0,76,77] focused on the fuzzy controller
design, which i very simple and eeds no athematical modeling of a complex nonlinear system.
These t dies used the fuzzy con roller to consider the vessel heading, yaw speed, distance, and
sp ed of the position, includ ng location a d heading to produce control utputs to maintain and
keep the vess ls in the desired position. Figure 7 indicates the bl cks of a DP based FLC. Th result
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of simulation displays that the FLC can have an acceptable presentation rather than a conventional
automatic DP controller.
Generally, the DP control system has time lag results in delayed defects due to its mechanical
properties and sudden environmental changes. Hence, drives are the most critical elements of DP
vessels and can have time lag impact and, therefore, it is essential to resolve the time delay problematic.
Because of sea instabilities, the response of FLC can be postponed, and it cannot be compensated
promptly, which may result in reduced or even oscillation dynamic systems. The outcomes show that
proper control methods based on fuzzy logic control can be designed to solve the time delay of passive
controls [73].
3.4. Fuzzy Adaptive Control (FAC)
FAC control rules are applied to modify the adjustment parameters in controlling the matching
metric, if the nonlinear scheduling variables that adjust the set point of parameters; some references for
considering this architecture can be found in [15–17,19,20]. In these references, studies are considered
the FAC design for the DPS by combining the backstepping control methods. The result shows that
the proposed method control system can keep the ship with arbitrary values of the desired position
and heading to ensure maximum accuracy of uniformity of all the DP control system signals in the
closed circuit. Taking one FAC as an approximation of the control method is no need for any prior
information of the ship-dynamics typical and sea disturbances.
Furthermore, the research in [20] considered the unidentified time-fluctuating dynamic model
factors and the interfering of sea conditions estimates the doubts to increase controller performance
efficiency. The paper is evaluated comprising of the FAC based on sliding technique, with the sliding
mode control and an adaptive fuzzy logic controller. The proposed technique for the DPS is that to
keep the vessel at the anticipated station and header in environmental disturbances. The DPS law
is aimed at the sliding control technique for a drillship with sea disturbances [17]. The FAC-based
sliding technique is proposed to evaluate the doubts induced by sea instabilities as parameters of
the unidentified time-fluctuating of the dynamic scheme. Figure 9 shows the blocks of a DP fuzzy
adaptive controller.
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3.5. Neural Network Control Method
The concept of artificial neural networks has been developing considerably. Due to the nonlinearity
essence of neural network (NN), the capabilities of NN to learn unknown system behavior from
their atmospheres and the global estimate property of neural networks in controlled methods make
that appropriate for solving problematic signal processing. The challenge of measuring the area of
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neural networking models is to classify those neural network configurations that have been expertly
designed to solve actual-world problems [80]. It is essential to recognize the nature of the DP problem.
Many studies were suggested that intelligent controls can be used to enhance the control performance
and operating safety of dynamically positioned marine vessels [81]. Therefore, the neural network
seems to be a suitable solution for solving the DP problem. Furthermore, it is also significant to
evaluate the effect of neural networks on efficiency and reliability. Another main subject is assessing
the NN models, learning a set of rules, and features estimation and determine those for solving signal
processing problems [82,83]. For instance, various neural network models have been developed, and
all contributions have a common building block. As shown in Figure 10, it is identified as neurons
and their network as an interconnected feature. The proposed method illustrations how a NN can
learn itself to control a DP vessel. The NN consists of inputs and outputs system, connected via
many neurons for processing self-learning algorithm features. Each neuron has several interior factors
entitled weights. Varying weights of neurons changes the behavior of the system, and by extension
of neuron layers, the behavior of the entire network will also change. The main target to change the
weights of the NN is to accomplish an anticipated network output. The procedure is recognized for
the preparation of the NN. In Figure 10, the activate function F(u) which can be a linear or nonlinear
function is expressed in (1) to illustrate diagram including the sum of inputs multiplied as a result of
the weights and the bias, then passed through an activate function. Table A2 in the Appendix A shows
the summary of the NN function methods as an input of function F(u), where different NN models
with various activation functions are proposed in [84,85]. Moreover, the most frequently activation
functions and their derivatives, are summarized as the final output in Table A3 in the Appendix A.
F(u) =
∑N
j=1
ω jy j + θ (1)
where N is defined as inputs, j is related inputs number, ω j is assumed as the weights of the input j, yj
is the input j and θ is the bias.
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3.6. Neuro-Fuzzy Control Method 
The DPS based NN consists of controller coefficients as the proportion ratio (KP) and derivation 
rate (KD) in the PD controller. However, the controller coefficients of the integral (KI) do not consider 
in the PD controller, and the steady-state error existed. In [86], it proposed two series-parallel models; 
neural networks 1 and 2 (NN1) and (NN2) with one hidden layer and 15 nodes. Both of NN1 and 
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3.6. Neuro-Fuzzy Control Method
The DPS based NN consists of controller coefficients as the proportion ratio (KP) and derivation
rate (KD) in the PD controller. However, the controller coefficients f the i tegral ( I) do not consider
in the PD controller, a d the steady-state error existed. In [86], it pr posed two series-parallel models;
eural networks 1 and 2 (NN1) and (NN2) with one hidden layer and 15 nodes. Both of NN1 and NN2
identified and estimated the nonli ear dynamic correlation concerning the ship position deviation a
the speed of thruster spinning. To achieve the optimum PD controller coefficients for the DPS, the
NN1 and NN2 are applied for the self-tu i g parameter by the sig oid activation function method as
shown in Table A3 in Appendix A.
Conversely, in a fuzzy DP control system, the database rule and membership function parameters
were required to adjust manually, where the process of tuning the parameters was complicated and
time-consuming. Therefore, the neuro-fuzzy controller has been introd ced to achieve the optimal
parameters to train NN based on fuzzy logic rules. Particularly, the benefits of this DP technique
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are to control the vessel about maintaining position and heading accuracy. In the DPS based on the
adaptive-NN-based on a fuzzy inference system (ANFIS), most of the controller coefficient can be
achieved by self-tuning the parameters by applying back-propagation learning algorithm (BPLA) and
rule-based functions on their extensive knowledge and performance [87–89]. The fuzzy neural network
DP also indicates the advantages of minimum positioning deviation and thrust force requirement.
Furthermore, a DPS based on fuzzy-NN can succeed with significant control performance under most
uncertainties conditions.
A multilayer perceptron in NN relay on recurrent sliding mode is applied to actuate the dynamic
surface structure (DSS) and controlling the surface of the vessel with undefined dynamics model in
external disturbances, where the input of controller is necessary to be restrained. The BPLA for MLP in
NN is aimed to improve the robustness in contrast to the uncertainties scheme. Accordingly, an adaptive
law is proposed to recompense the NN estimation error and external instabilities. The recurrent
sliding control method is integrated with the DSS to reduce the recurring derivative of essential
control laws to increase the robustness of system accuracy. To decrease the possibility of actuator
impregnation, the author is proposed a flat hyperbolic tangent active functions integrated with the
controller scheme in [90]. Meanwhile, the Nussbaum activation function is utilized to recompense the
impregnation occupation and make sure the controller stability in sea disturbances. Moreover, they
are shown that further down the suggested control technique, even though the existence of system
doubts and instabilities, the signal error will be able to meet into randomly minor areas about zero,
whereas the restriction necessities on the control strength and torque are not interrupted. The proposed
control method is proven by using the Lyapunov function, which could be assured of the identical
constrainedness of all signals in the closed control loop. Hence, an adaptive robust NN controller-based
BPLA is designed to control the dynamic surface of DP vessels by integrating of the sliding control
method. To control vessel position tracking under the actuated independent of the vessel surface, which
is exposed to parameter uncertainties and environmental disturbances. Additionally, a Lyapunov
synthesis is applied to verify the permanency of the closed control loop. Therefore, the Following
novelties are highlighted in [90]:
• To overcome the computational difficulties of the conservative BPAL method, the derivatives of
the virtual control signals are found through the dynamic surface control.
• The proposed designed controller could be easily employed in practical applications with no
requirement to apply the neural network and state approximations to collect model parameters.
• The prediction errors were combined with position signal errors to organize the neural network
updating laws, which improves the neuron weight adjustment and tracking performance.
On the other hand, deep-sea mining (DSM) is an innovative intelligent control methodology
to analyze DP vessels dynamically and active heave compensation constructed on radiating basis
function (RBF) based NN. Furthermore, the RBF network algorithm is used in the MLP-NN instead
of feed-forward-NN based on BPLA on DPS to decrease the signal errors on the platform supply
vessel (PSV), wave frequency (WF) movements which they have an important impact on the controller
responses in the dynamic of subsea operations [91].
3.7. Adaptive Sliding Mode
Adaptive Sliding Mode is an advanced technology for DP ship by making an allowance for
the unidentified time-fluctuating in sea disturbances, and momentary performance. A continued
limited-time status supervisor approximates the unscaled status of DP ship in the determinate time
and a supplementary controller to perform the control satiation. Furthermore, the designed method
is a station descending type exterior with the signal produced by the supplementary controller
while the decent momentary performance is accomplished lower than various restrictions. Hence,
the insignificant controller output feedback is guaranteed a steady-state performance. Moreover,
an adaptive updated law in the previous information of disruption is not required, and the limited-time
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conjunction of the control loop is verified strictly. By designing the limited-time control theory, the
method is guaranteed a quick conjunction ratio of the controller closed loop for analyzing scheme
stability. The comparison of results is shown that the benefits and enhancements of the proposed
control method for DPS, which includes a minimum calculational difficulty procedure to regulate the
DP controller frameworks with position constraints and dynamic uncertainties [92–94].
4. Conclusions and Future Research
A review of DP controller developments for marine vessels has been presented. The comparison
of the intelligent and conventional controllers proposed in the literature is presented in Table A4.
It has been shown how the initial innovations appear from PID, Fuzzy, MPC and NN, and adaptive
sliding mode controllers. Particularly for improving the accuracy of DP control to keep the position
in environmental conditions, many studies suggested that intelligent control methods can be used
to enhance the control performance and operating safety of dynamically positioned marine vessels.
Whereas the DPS performing and maneuvering depend on the thruster control system, generators
capacity, and power-sharing reliability, that are crucial in dynamic positioning vessels. The review
envisions that the application of different control techniques for power and energy management in
dynamically positioned marine vessels is an important subject for future research and studies.
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Appendix A
Table A1. Summary of DP mathematical models.
Mathematical Models Formula Description
Three degrees of freedom (3DOF),
Low frequency (LF) of vessel
movements [22,23]
M
.
v = −Dv + τthr + τenv
M =
 m−X
.
u 0 0
0 m−Y .v mxg −Y .r
0 mxg −N .v Iz −N .r

D =
 −Xu 0 00 −Yv −Yr
0 −Nv −Nr

τenv = [τXenv τYenv τNenv ]
T
ship velocity vector v = [u v r]T
position and orientation η = [x y ψ]T
where M is the inertial system matrix with the
assumption that my plane includes mass
distribution.
The linear damping matrix is introduced with
matrix D for LF application. The relation between
v and η is given by 3DOF with principle rotation
matrix about the z-axis,
.
η = R(ψ)v where ψ is the
swaying angle.
R(ψ) =
 cos(ψ) − sin(ψ) 0sin(ψ) cos(ψ) 0
0 0 1

where τthr is introduced as thrust allocation
τthr = [τX τY τN ]
T
Environmental Disturbances h(s) = 2Kiλω0δss2+2λω0+ω02
The transfer function h is used for simulating the
wave forces and moments and passing band limit
in a surface vessel in 3DOF.
-This Model was introduced by Saelid [6], where
he proposed the term λ as a damping term to
develop the performance of the
Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum. Beside KI is again
for i = 1, 2, 3, expressive X, Y, and N.
-Three different coefficients Kxw , Kyw,Knw are
used For generating forces (τXenv τYenv ) and
moment (τNenv )
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Table A2. Summary of neural network functions.
Network Functions Formula Comments
Linear x =
N∑
j=1
wjyj + θ frequently is used for NN
activation function
Higher-order exhibited x =
N∑
j=1
∑
wjk yj yk + θ x is a weighted as linear terms of
the input variable.
Delta x =
N∏
j=1
wjyj + θ Seldom used
Table A3. Summary of neural network activation functions.
Activation Functions Formula a = f (x) Derivatives Comments
Sigmoid f (x) = 11+e−x/t f (x)[1− f (x)]/T
Frequently uses and
derivative of x as f (x) can
be computed directly.
Hyperbolic tangent f (x) = tan h
(
x
T
)
(1−
[
f (x)2
]
)/T
T = temperature
parameter
Inverse tangent f (x) = 2π tan
−1
(
x
T
) 2
πT ·
1
1+( xt )
2 Less frequently used
Linear f (x) = ax + b a Most commonly used
Table A4. Comparisons of DP control methods.
Control Models Advantages Disadvantages
Model predictive control include
Extended Kalman filters [30–35]
- Reduce fuel consumption, greenhouse
gases, and the power system fluctuations
- Decrease the wear and tear on mechanical
parts, especially on the thrusters due to very
smooth control performance
- Developed suppression of noise in position
measurement with a better
station-keeping performance.
- Robust control of combined high and low
update rate position sensors, such as
differential global positioning system
(DGPS) and traditional Long Base-Line
hydro-acoustic positioning
- Depending on its nature, the MPC
does not react quickly to sudden
changes in environmental forces
such as wind blows, unless the
position predictor recognizes that
actions should be taken immediately
Neuro-PD controller [21]
- Predict the nonlinear dynamic relationship
between the vessel motion (surge, sway,
and heading deviation) performance and
thruster rotation speed
- The main disadvantage of the neural
network PD system was control,
only two ratios of control gain (KP)
and derivative (KD) is monitored in
the proposed method, where the
integral control (KI) adjustments are
not measured since the target was
constant and autonomous of time
Adaptive neural networks
controller [22,89,90]
- The recommended DP control structure is
not a requirement of any mathematical
relationship for the dynamics of vessels and
environmental troubles. Furthermore, the
control law adjusts the station and head of
ships to the setpoint with a minor
positioning deviation.
- The control model for the DP system
is required to self-regulation of the
neural network weights through the
fuzzy rules
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Table A4. Cont.
Control Models Advantages Disadvantages
Neuro-Fuzzy controller [21,23]
- A Neuro-Fuzzy DP control can keep the
station and head deviation with the
minimum thrust power
- In most sea disturbances, the suggested
control has high performance during the
ship movement
- Power consumption is very economical
compares with the PD method.
- Implementation in a real DP control
system is not accessible due to the
sensor signal conducted with the
Kalman filters as well as the thruster
control delay.
Fuzzy controller [62–79]
- Easy tuning and implementation of the
feedforward control parameters.
- It is not essential for information about load
models in the various environmental
disturbance to tune the fuzzy controller
- The fuzzy controller sets of rules are
necessary to tune the DP system
parameters during the learning
process to achieve better
control performance.
- The procedure used for determining
the parameters of membership
functions and rule base was
complicated and time-consuming.
Adaptive fuzzy controller (AFC)
[15–20]
- An active control method for a nonlinear
system is proposed to estimate thrusters
power commands in varying sea conditions.
- The proposed control is not necessitated
any previous expert of the dynamic model
of the vessel, and fuzzy rules adjust the
parameters of DP control in the
environmental disturbance.
- The parameters of the AFC
controller are needed to be a
self-modification concept by using
of Lyapunov learning method.
Consequently, the DP system
control should be guaranteed by the
stability of the learning algorithm
PID controller [2,24–29]
- The PID control design to prevent the
environmental forces to control the straight
movements of vessels by applying their
variable speed thrusters.
- The coefficient of the PID method in
the different seat state disturbances
are required to tune automatically
Hence, it could not allocate enough
force for keeping the position of
ships at the desired target
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